Cloud9™ Scope Storage Compliance
(optional) Integrated with Serenity TagIT™ Software

- Manage Scope Storage Compliance and Accountability
- Reduce Risk by Ensuring Scopes Are Fit and Available for use
- Visual Reference for Expiration
  * Flashing green = Place on this Hook
  * Flashing Red = Scope Due to Expire
  * Solid Red = Scope Has Expired
- On Tag scope Expiry - Point of Use Validation as Fit for Use — Option RFID with inbuilt LED on Scope TAG
- HEPA Filtered—High Visual Identification within Cabinet
- Scope Utilization - Reporting and Management
- Reduce over Utilization of Individual Scopes—Cost Savings Less Ware and Tear - First in First Out
- User Identification Compliance—Facility Access Card Integration optional—ensures access in emergency situations
- Historical Reporting of Scopes to Patients—Audit & Recall

Interactive Notification Lights
Allows Users Visual Reference of Expiry Alert
Sold Individually
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